June 29th—July 1st
Fredericksburg, VA

Plein Air Workshop

$300

very painter will tell you that an important (and most enjoyable) part of being an
artist is to paint outdoors. For centuries many of the world's great artists have painted
on-location to capture fleeting moments of exquisite color and light. These artists often
translated their sketches in the studio to become the most important works of art.
Join Tom for a simple and fun way to learn and experience this classic art form.
Enjoy a truly relaxing and enjoyable day painting from the actual subject with Tom.
You will learn how to arrange the composition and plan out the fundamentals; where to
start and how to finish as you paint along with Tom. If you are tired of detail and want
to take your skills to the next level, then this class is for you. Let Tom show you the fun
of painting spontaneously from life. Bring all your own favorite art supplies. In the
morning we will be doing several small (5" X 7") color studies. In the afternoon nothing
larger than a
sheet (II" X 15"). Bring supplies to keep you comfortable such as:
comfortable chair, or folding stool, fresh water, suntan lotion, bug spray, and ... your
lunch. The main objective is that it can be put in one bag and easily carried on your
shoulder (or rolled on wheels) ... and a free print is included.
,
Demonstrations, practice lessons, and plenty of individual assistance are the hallmarks
of Tom's workshops. The mission of this workshop is to enjoy the outdoors with a
group, guided by a master while experiencing the creative process.
We will paint at various locations around Fredericksburg!

Space is limited. To register — www.Two Rivers Art Workshops.com /
email TwoRiversArtWorkshops@gmail.com / or call 703.887.2878
$100 due w/registration — $200 due June 5

